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Puffin Books, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book. A New
York Times and Indie Bestseller The dark will bring your worst nightmares to light in this gripping
and eerie survival story, perfect for fans of James Dashner and Neil Gaiman. On Marin s island, the
sunrise only comes every twenty-eight years. But it s not the dawn she has to worry about. When
sunset triggers the tide to roll out hundreds of miles, the islanders of Bliss must quickly prepare to
sail south, where they will wait out the long, fourteen years of unforgiving Night. Marin and her twin
brother, Kana, ready their house for departure: locks must be taken off doors, furniture arranged,
tables set. The rituals are bizarre, but none of the adults in town will discuss why it has to be done
this way. Just as the ships are about to sail, a boy goes missing--the twins friend Line. Marin and
Kana are the only ones who know the truth about where Line has gone, and the only way to rescue
him is by doing it themselves. But Night is falling. Their island is changing. And it may already be too
late....
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Reviews
This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en
I just started o reading this article publication. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth looking at. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about should you ask me).
-- Pr of. Jer emie K oz ey
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